SFL Data Partners with Cobra Legal Solutions
e-Discovery Managed Service Provider Adds Offshore Attorney Review to Enable Clients
to Reduce Costs, Increase Efficiency
San Francisco, Calif. – March 29, 2011 – SFL Data, the first provider of a fixed-price e-discovery
managed service to corporations and law firms, has formed a strategic partnership with Cobra Legal
Solutions. This association combines Cobra’s offshore attorney review process with SFL Data’s data
management capabilities to enable law firms and corporations to reduce e-discovery costs and increase
efficiency.
“As e-discovery demands grow, litigants need a comprehensive process that delivers defensible results
on deadline. Our partnership with SFL Data gives their clients the option of using offshore attorney review
that will work seamlessly with the e-discovery process,” said Cobra Legal Solutions CEO Candice Corby.
Using the services of offshore attorneys monitored by Cobra during all stages of review can provide
clients with additional reviewers when needed at a lower overall cost. U.S. lawyers, with U.S. training and
experience, supervise the offshore legal team and interface with clients and outside counsel to provide
seamless service. It is the latest addition to the end-to-end e-discovery services, from preservation
through production, SFL Data provides law firms and corporations.
“Partnering with Cobra Legal Solutions enables us to help our clients meet their litigation demands. For
more than a decade, we’ve provided services to maximize the efficient review of electronically stored
information. Now with Cobra’s team of offshore reviewers, we can offer an additional solution for reducing
costs without compromising quality,” said SFL Data CEO Christian Lawrence.
About Cobra Legal Solutions
Poised to revolutionize the delivery of superior legal support services to practical and innovative law firms
and corporations, Cobra Legal Solutions began its operations with a single, keen focus: quality document
review. Over time, Cobra has deliberately expanded the scope of its legal support services to strengthen
and enhance its clients’ capabilities and services. Cobra’s all-attorney team ensures top quality results by
utilizing ISO certified processes and procedures, best of breed technology, and exceptional talent. US
lawyers supervise the legal team and interface with clients and outside counsel to provide seamless and
savvy customer service and work products that exceed expectations. More information can be found at
http://www.cobralegalsolutions.com.
About SFL Data
SFL Data is the first e-discovery service provider to deliver a fixed-price managed service that enables
Fortune 500 corporate legal departments and law firms to gain a world class e-discovery function without
building it internally. Using an e-discovery managed service can reduce litigation costs by more than 50
percent and achieve better control, visibility, and defensible results. SFL Data’s clients include Oracle, TMobile, and Yahoo!, as well as more than 100 AmLaw 250 law firms. Founded in 1998, SFL Data is a
privately held company based in San Francisco. More information is available at 415-392-2900 or at
www.sfldata.com.
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